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I came across this powerful post by Michael @McFaul, a Professor of Political Science at Stanford University & former

US Ambassador to Russia. I recommend subscribing to his substack, but I will include his post about Ukraine in the

thread below... https://t.co/dUfVIoaP7D

"I just got back from the Munich Security Conference last night. It’s one of my favorite conferences as it allows me to see

many people from across the European continent and the world in just one long weekend..."

"...Until Putin invaded Ukraine, it was also one of the only places in the world that I could meet with Russians – diplomats,

MPs, think-tankers, and businesspeople (aka “oligarchs”) – since I have been on Putin’s sanctions list since 2014..."

..."Thankfully, none of those people were invited this year. But I spent most of my time in Munich with Ukrainians –

government officials, mayors, MPs, soldiers, civil society leaders, businesspeople, medics working on the frontlines,

journalists, etc..."

"...I came away with many impressions -- some new, and some confirmation of old assumptions. In this post, let me just

mention two. First, on the confirmation side. I came back from Munich even more inspired by the courage of Ukrainians.

They are fighting heroically for a..."

"...just cause. They are willing to sacrifice everything for their sovereignty, dignity, culture, identity, and democracy. And

they already have sacrificed a lot. I heard many speeches in Munich about Ukraine, but the most moving..."

"...ones (I got the chance to hear him speak 3 times) came from Dmytro Finyshan, a senior sergeant of the National

Guard who lost his arm and more in the war but remained determined to keep doing whatever it takes to end Russia’s

barbaric invasion of his country. I also was..."

"...deeply moved by a conversation with a frontline medical worker who told me horrific stories about Russian soldiers

raping moms and daughters together. She asked to never let these victims become just statistics. They are real people,

suffering horrific tragedies, being..."

"...carried out by monsters. Second, on the new impression side. I was struck by the dissonance about time between

Western leaders and Ukrainians in Munich. As if coordinated, almost every democratic leader speaking in Munich – and

there were many! – said their countries..."

"...would be with Ukraine for “as long it takes.” The first time I heard that phrase, it sounded comforting to me. VP Harris,

Chancellor Scholz Scholtz, President Macron, and others were signaling to Putin that they planned to be in this fight for

the long haul..."

That’s a good message. But over the course of the conference, I had many Ukrainians explain to me why they didn’t

actually take much comfort from that message. When they heard, “as long as it takes”, it implied to them that the war was

going to be a long one, and they don’t..."

"...want a long war. They want the war to end as soon as possible. The longer the war drags on, the more Ukrainians will

die. They worry that eventually, they will not have enough soldiers to fight a long war against the more populous

Russia..."

"...So rather than pledges of solidarity for the distant future, they wanted faster and more support now, especially more

and better weapons delivered as fast as possible to help Ukrainian soldiers achieve victory in the counteroffensive this

spring, not in 2024 or beyond..."

"...In his address to the Munich Security Conference, President Zelensky focused a lot on time: 

 

'That is why we need to hurry up. We need speed. Speed of our agreements. Speed of delivery to strengthen our sling.
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Speed of decisions to limit Russian potential.'"

"...'There is no alternative to speed. Because it is the speed that life depends on. Delay has always been and still is a

mistake.'

It is prudent to plan for a long war. But those countries assisting Ukraine should also do more to try to help Ukraine

achieved victory..."

"...in the short run – this year – as well. We can do both. One does not detract from the other. And when discussing what

is best for Ukrainians, should we not assume that they might know better than us? It is their sons and daughters, after all,

who are dying every day..."

"...their families who are terrorized every night. When I heard some Western officials in Munich say that Ukrainians don’t

need fighter jets, I wondered what they knew that Ukrainian leaders didn’t. I also had heard those arguments before..."

"...Patriots are too complicated to use, we were told. Abrams tanks run a jet fuel and are therefore hard to keep on the

battlefield, we were briefed. And throughout the last twelve months, we also heard how this weapon or that weapon

would be seen by Putin as too escalatory..."

"...And yet every time there were eventually delivered, Putin did not respond by using a nuclear weapon (that’s his only

real escalatory move left). And Putin has no escalatory responses against NATO countries..."

"...He is not going to attack Poland in reaction to a shipment of MiG29s to Ukraine. He is not going to attack Estonia

because we supplied ATACMs to Kyiv. From four days of conversations with Ukrainians in Munich, I came home even

more inspired by their bravery..."

"...but even more worried that we are not doing enough to help them end the invasion of their country as soon as we

can..."

"...Time is on Putin’s side, not Ukraine’s, and not ours. Yes, we should pledge to support Ukraine “as long as it takes”, but

also recommit to help end this war 'as quickly as possible.'"
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